
  

 

MINUTES 

 

HIGHER EDUCATION STUDENT ASSISTANCE AUTHORITY 
 

October 20, 2021 

 

The Higher Education Student Assistance Authority (HESAA) Board held a remote teleconference 

meeting on October 20, 2021 at 10:00 am via GoTo Meeting.  

 

PRESENT: HESAA Board Members: Ms. Isabella Berdugo-Hernandez; Dr. Brian Bridges, 

Secretary of Higher Education; Ms. Beatrice Daggett; Mr. Thyquel Halley; Mr. Anton Lendor; 

Mr. Scott Salmon; Mr. Robert Shaughnessy, Treasurer’s Designee; Mr. David Socolow; and Ms. 

Christy Van Horn, Chair. 

 

ABSENT: Dr. Jon Larson and Ms. Jean McDonald Rash. 

 

CALL TO ORDER 

 

Christy Van Horn called the meeting to order at 10:04. David Socolow stated that the meeting had 

been noticed in compliance with the requirements of the Open Public Meetings Act. 

 

Ms. Van Horn welcomed the Board members and advised that since this meeting is being held 

remotely, Roseann Sorrentino would conduct a roll call for the resolutions. 

 

Ms. Van Horn welcomed Joy Johnson, Associate Counsel from the Governor’s Authorities Unit; 

Erin Herlihy, Deputy Attorney General from the New Jersey Division of Law; Andrew Lee, 

Auditor, CliftonLarsonAllen LLP; Tim Webb, Financial Advisor, Hilltop Securities; and Leah 

Sandbank, Bond Counsel, McManimon, Scotland and Baumann, LLC. 

 

David Socolow honored the passing of Nellie Celli, the late EOF Chair who served as a member 

of HESAA’s Board. 

 

Ms. Van Horn will introduce Anton Lendor, our new EOF Representative. 

 

Ms. Van Horn asked Roseann Sorrentino to call the roll. 

 

CONSIDERATION OF THE MINUTES OF THE JULY 21, 2021 MEETING 

 

A motion to approve the minutes of the July 21, 2021 meeting was made by Robert Shaughnessy 

and seconded by Bea Daggett. The minutes were approved unanimously with one abstention, 

Anton Lendor, who did not participate in the July meeting. 
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REPORT OF THE AUDIT COMMITTEE AND RESOLUTION 17:21 ACCEPTING AND 

ADOPTING THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ 

REPORTS FOR FISCAL YEAR 2021 

 

Beatrice Daggett reported that on October 15, 2021 the members of the Board Audit Committee 

met with HESAA’s Independent Auditors to review and discuss the audited financial statements. 

Andrew Lee from CliftonLarsonAllen will present their findings to the Board. 

 

Andrew Lee explained the scope of the audit and advised that HESAA received unmodified 

opinions, which is the best result an organization can receive. Mr. Lee advised that in addition to 

auditing HESAA’s financial statements for the year end June 30, 2021, CliftonLarsonAllen also 

provided a required governance communications letter, an internal controls communications letter, 

consent letters for the Student Loan Revenue Bonds required by the underwriter, and management 

letters when required. He noted that there were no significant deficiencies or material weaknesses 

and no issues of non-compliance with HESAA’s internal controls. He further advised that the audit 

was performed in accordance with Generally Accepted Auditing Standards and Government 

Auditing Standards. Mr. Lee praised HESAA’s Finance Unit on their preparation of the financial 

statements as there were no uncorrected, or corrected misstatements identified and no 

disagreements with management on accounting/auditing matters. 

 

A motion to approve Resolution 17:21 was made by Robert Shaughnessy and seconded by Anton 

Lendor. 

 

The motion passed unanimously. 

 

REPORT OF THE BUDGET COMMITTEE AND RESOLUTION 18:21 ADOPTING A 

BOARD BUDGET POLICY STATEMENT FOR FISCAL YEAR 2023 

 

Beatrice Daggett reported that on October 13, 2021 the members of the Board Budget Committee 

reviewed and discussed with HESAA staff the proposed Fiscal Year 2023 Board Budget Policy 

Statement. Jean Hathaway, Director of Grants and Scholarships will present the agreed upon 

statement to the Board. 

 

On October 13, 2021 the Board’s Budget Committee met with staff to review background 

information and to draft a FY 2023 budget policy statement for consideration by the full Board. 
 

The role of the HESAA Board in the budget process is to advocate policies that advance higher 

education access, choice, affordability, and academic achievement for New Jersey residents. 

 

 The Board supports, as its funding priority, ensuring protection of the State’s historic 

commitment to all eligible full-time students under the need-based TAG Program. 

 

 The Board supports continued funding of the Community College Opportunity Grant Program 

in FY23 for students meeting the current eligibility criteria, as well as increased funding to add 

a sliding scale of awards that addresses the eligibility “cliff” caused by the current $65,000 

income cutoff by gradually phasing out CCOG eligibility for students with an Adjusted Gross 

Income (AGI) above $65,000. 
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 The Board supports continued funding of the Part-Time TAG Program for County College 

Students. Future award values, funding, and expenditures for the Part-Time TAG Program for 

County College Students, are considered separately from those for full-time TAG, because 

full-time TAG and part-time TAG are required by statute to be separate line items in the State 

budget. 

 

 The Board supports continued support for the Governor’s Urban Scholarship program and 

encourages expansion of the list of municipalities where residents may be eligible for these 

awards. 

 

To provide higher education access and affordability for New Jersey families, it is important to 

maintain the predictability and stability of State grant programs for financially needy students and 

their families. With this goal in mind, the following specific funding policy are recommended: 

 

For full-time TAG for Full-Time Students: 

 

 Fund awards to all eligible students who apply by the application deadlines. 

 

 Provide for a contingency mechanism that ensures sufficient reserves to cover increases 

in program costs not anticipated in the budget. 

 

 The Board supports increasing TAG funding in FY23 to support targeted 

improvements to eligibility rules to align with the State’s policy goals of re-engaging 

working adults in postsecondary education and reducing barriers to access for low-

income and first-generation students. The Board notes that more than two-thirds of 

today’s students work in outside employment for significant hours in addition to 

attending college, with an increasing share of students working full-time. The Board 

also supports an across-the-board increase in the FY23 dollar value of individual 

students’ TAG awards in each need category. Accordingly, the Board recommends 

applying any available increase in TAG funding in FY23 to the following policy 

priorities: 

 

o To align the TAG eligibility rules with the methodology for calculating need for 

federal aid, stop counting federal Earned Income Tax Credits (EITC) as income in 

the calculation of students’ need for TAG. The Board applauds the elimination of 

the burdensome requirement for New Jersey State aid applicants to answer state-

specific questions after completing the Free Application for Federal Student Aid 

(FAFSA) or the New Jersey Alternative Application. However, TAG applicants’ 

EITC information continues to be ascertained using alternate sources, and is still 

counted as income in the need calculation. The Board recommends providing 

additional funding to enable affected students to qualify for higher TAG awards 

once EITC is no longer treated as income. To reduce the fiscal impact of changing 

this eligibility policy all at once, the Board supports a phased-out approach whereby 

each year a declining fraction of EITC would be counted as income, until 

consideration of EITC can be completely eliminated from the TAG need calculation 

after several years. 
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o Increase New Jersey’s income protection allowance so as to provide higher TAG 

award amounts to low-income working independent students. 

 

o Increase, by at least 1%, the dollar values of all TAG award amounts for students 

in each need category in every sector of higher education. 

 

For the Community College Opportunity Grant (CCOG): 

 

The Board recommends increased funding to: 

 

 Fund full CCOG awards to all students attending New Jersey’s 18 community colleges 

who meet current eligibility criteria, including the existing income threshold of a family 

AGI between $0 and $65,000. 

 

 Create a sliding scale of gradually declining awards for students with an AGI greater 

than $65,000 to address the current eligibility cliff, thereby aligning CCOG with the 

Garden State Guarantee and offering students a four-year, tuition-free pathway to a 

Bachelor degree. 

 

 For the part-time TAG for Community Colleges: 

 

o The Part-Time Tuition Aid Grant Program for County College Students has 

received level funding over the last several years. In FY21 this 

appropriation fell short of actual expenditures, and in order to fully fund all 

eligible students HESAA transferred modest levels of unexpended balances 

from other State financial aid accounts. The Board recommends FY23 

funding for this line item that is sufficient to continue providing part-time 

TAG awards to all eligible county college students who apply by the 

application deadlines at one-half or three-quarters of the dollar value of full-

time awards. 

 

For PT TAG for EOF, the New Jersey STARS programs, and the Governor’s Urban Scholarship 

Program, it is recommended to keep level funding sufficient to maintain the current programs.  

 

Funding for the NJ STARS and NJ STARS II Programs has been level over the last several years. 

In FY21 this appropriation fell short of actual expenditures, and in order to fully fund all eligible 

students HESAA transferred modest levels of unexpended balances from other State financial aid 

accounts. 

 

The Governor’s Urban Scholarship Program (GUS), created in 2012, provides aid to New Jersey 

high school students who reside in 14 high-need communities. For FY23, the Board recommends 

continued funding of $1,000 renewable scholarship awards for New Jersey high school graduates 

who rank in the top 5% of their class with a GPA of 3.0 or higher and demonstrate financial need, 

no matter whether they attend a public or non-public high school. In addition, a persistency award 

of $500 should continue to be provided to students in their final term of the scholarship upon 

completion of their associate or baccalaureate degree. In addition to continued funding to support 
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GUS recipients under the program’s current parameters, the Board supports additional funding to 

expand the program to students residing in other high-need municipalities. 
 

A motion to approve Resolution 18:21 was made by Isabella Berdugo-Hernandez and seconded 

by Robert Shaughnessy. 

 

Chairwoman Van Horn commented that HESAA serves more than 90,000 students with over half 

a billion dollars annually. 

 

The motion passed unanimously. 

 

RESOLUTION 19:21 DECLARING INTENT TO REIMBURSE EXPENDITURES WITH 

THE PROCEEDS OF TAX-EXEMPT BONDS IN CONNECTION WITH THE 

ORIGINATION OF STUDENT LOANS UNDER THE NJCLASS LOAN PROGRAM  

 

Jerry Traino presented Resolution 19:21 to the Board. 

 

Good Morning to the members of the Board and thank you for your consideration of Resolution 

19:21 with revisions.  

 

The revision was distributed to the Board this morning and contains clarifying language regarding 

the continuing relationship between the Authority and its NJCLASS Trustee, Wells Fargo. 

 

With this revised resolution the Authority is seeking your approval to utilize up to $25 million of 

existing HESAA funds to finance the origination of NJCLASS loans until next spring when the 

Authority expects to issue a new round of Series 2022 Student Loan Revenue Bonds for the 2022-

2023 Academic Year. 

 

As you may recall, last April the Board authorized HESAA to sell nearly $108 million in Student 

Loan Revenue Bonds, the proceeds of which, along with unused funds from the 2020 Series bond 

transaction, would finance the originations of roughly $160 million in NJCLASS loans for the 

2021-2022 Academic Year. We had carryover funds from the 2020 bonds in part because of the 

state and national COVID 19 pandemic mitigation responses, which effectively kept college 

campuses closed to students for onsite living and learning and slowed the demand for student loans 

for most of the 2020-21 academic year. 

 

As HESAA determined the amount of funding in the 2021 bond Series to finance NJCLASS loans 

for the current school year, we anticipated origination volume would return to more typical 

historical levels. The 2021 bond was sized to be commensurate with the larger originations volume 

experienced in more recent pre-pandemic academic years. 

 

Due to market conditions at the time of the Series 2021 transaction last May, HESAA was able to 

secure historically low interest rates for all NJCLASS loan products. As noted in the Board memo 

accompanying this resolution, all three Standard NJCLASS loan options have interest rates well 

below the federal Parent PLUS rates this year. Similarly, our ReFi+ interest rates are competitive 

with many third-party refinance lenders.  
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These attractive rates have resulted in an over-performance of loan volume. Fall 2021 loan 

originations have exceeded the volume expectations HESAA set for the entire 2021-2022 

academic year. Given how early it is in the school year, with many students and families having 

yet to finalize decisions about the upcoming spring 2022 semester, HESAA would prefer to not 

turn these families away due to lack of funds to originate NJCLASS loans. 

 

With the Board’s approval, the Authority will use up to $25 million of internal funds to continue 

offering NJCLASS loans through the remainder of this fall semester and the beginning of the 

spring 2022 semester. These HESAA funds are recoveries of principal and interest from NJCLASS 

loans on the Authority’s balance sheet that are free of any pledge to secure the prior bonds or any 

other obligation of the Authority. 

 

As further detailed in the resolution, the Authority will use some of the proceeds from the sale of 

2022 Bonds to reimburse the amount of funds used to originate NJCLASS loans outside of the 

2021 Trust, again subject to a $25 million limit. Following the same NJCLASS bond schedule that 

has been used for many prior years, the Authority anticipates that its annual bond transaction will 

close in the spring of 2022. 

 

Finally, as revised this resolution clarifies the relationship between the Authority and Wells Fargo, 

the NJCLASS Trustee. All loans originated with these funds will be held outside the Trust.  

Therefore the revisions provide authority to HESAA to enter into an agreement with Wells Fargo 

who will temporarily act as an Account Servicer for the funds, and not the Trustee, for the purposes 

of disbursing approved loan funds on behalf of HESAA to various institutions of higher education. 

 

As this short-term deployment of HESAA funds will enable the NJCLASS program to remain an 

affordable educational financing tool for borrowers and families during the current academic year, 

it is recommended that the Board approve this Resolution. 

 

A motion to approve Resolution 19:21 was made by Beatrice Daggett and seconded by Anton 

Lendor. 

 

The motion passed unanimously. 

 

RESOLUTION 20:21 APPROVING THE EXTENSION OF THE CONTRACT WITH THE 

NAUTILUS PUBLISHING COMPANY TO PUBLISH GOING TO COLLEGE IN NEW 

JERSEY FOR AN ADDITIONAL ACADEMIC YEAR 

 

Jennifer Azzarano presented Resolution 20:21 to the Board. 

 

The Higher Education Student Assistance Authority (HESAA) annually distributes a publication, 

Going to College in New Jersey, to college-bound students and their families. Going to College in 

New Jersey promotes awareness of postsecondary opportunities here in the Garden State and also 

includes details on State and federal financial aid programs. This guide includes degree options, 

location, and tuition for each higher education institution in New Jersey, as well as information on 

student financial aid resources – all targeted to college-bound students in the 11th and 12th grades 

in high schools throughout our State. 
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At HESAA’s April 17, 2019 meeting the Board appointed Nautilus Publishing Company to publish 

three academic-year versions of Going to College in New Jersey, with the option to renew the 

agreement for up to two additional academic years. Nautilus Publishing Company has now 

completed the first three versions of this resource guide and I am pleased to share that HESAA has 

been satisfied with how Nautilus coordinates, designs, posts, prints, and distributes this New Jersey 

college resource guide. 

 

It is recommended that the Board approve Resolution 20:21 approving the Extension of the 

Contract with the Nautilus Publishing Company to Publish Going to College in New Jersey for 

one Additional Academic Year, at a cost of no more than the original cost of $76,550 for 85,000 

copies. 

 

A motion to approve Resolution 20:21 was made by Brian Bridges and seconded by Thyquel 

Halley. 

 

Chairwoman Van Horn commented on what a great advertisement this publication is for the higher 

education institutions in New Jersey and advised that it is distributed to all 11th and 12th grade 

students in the State. 

 

Brian Bridges asked if there is an online version of Going to College in New Jersey. Jennifer 

Azzarano responded that the publication is online and a lot of high schools include the link on their 

websites for their students. 

 

The motion passed unanimously, with one abstention, Scott Salmon, who arrived at the meeting 

at the end of the discussion on this Resolution. 

 

RESOLUTION 21:21 APPROVING ADOPTION OF REGULATIONS GOVERNING THE 

COMMUNITY COLLEGE OPPORTUNITY GRANT PROGRAM, N.J.A.C. 9A:9-9 

 

Marnie Grodman presented Resolution 21:21 to the Board. 

 

At its April 21, 2021 meeting the HESAA Board approved proposed new rules to administer the 

student grant provisions of the Community College Opportunity Grant (CCOG) program. The 

proposed new rules were published in the June 7, 2021 New Jersey Register, and publicized 

throughout the State. During the public comment period HESAA received one set of comments 

that did not require any changes to the proposal. A summary of the comments and HESAA’s 

responses are provided in the materials.  

 

As also shown in the materials, it is necessary to make non-substantive amendments upon adoption 

to correct a numbering mistake that was made upon publication. 

 

A copy of the proposal, as published in the New Jersey Register, is included in the materials. Upon 

the Board’s approval, the adoption notice will be published in the December 6, 2021 New Jersey 

Register, thereby making the adoption effective on December 6, 2021.   

 

A motion to approve Resolution 21:21 was made by Brian Bridges and seconded by Anton Lendor. 

 

The motion passed unanimously. 
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RESOLUTION 22:21 APPROVING PROPOSED READOPTION WITH AMENDMENTS 

OF N.J.A.C. 9A:9 REGULATIONS GOVERNING THE GRANT AND SCHOLARSHIP 

PROGRAMS 

 

Marnie Grodman presented Resolution 22:21 to the Board. 

 

The regulations that govern the grants and scholarships programs are scheduled to sunset on 

January 1, 2022. Staff has reviewed the rules and determined that they continue to be necessary, 

reasonable, and proper for the purpose for which they were originally promulgated. Additionally, 

upon review staff determined that a few amendments are necessary upon readoption. 

 

In addition to implementing new laws that have been enacted since the Authority last amended the 

rules, the proposed readoption revises the membership of the Student Advisory Committee to 

provide more opportunities for students from each sector to serve; codifies policies regarding 

dependency determinations that are currently provided on HESAA’s website; and simplifies 

income verification processes.  

 

The complete rule proposal, as well as a summary of each amendment, are included in the 

materials. Upon the Board’s approval, the rule proposal will be published in the December 6th 

New Jersey Register allowing for public comment until February 4, 2022. The Board can anticipate 

consideration of the final readoption of these rules at its April 2022 meeting, with the goal of 

putting the rules into effect for the 2022-2023 Academic Year. 

 

A motion to approve Resolution 22:21 was made by Beatrice Daggett and seconded by Robert 

Shaughnessy. 

 

The motion passed unanimously. 

 

RESOLUTION 23:21 APPROVING PROPOSED NEW RULES GOVERNING THE STEM 

LOAN REDEMPTION PROGRAM, N.J.A.C. 9A:10-5 

 

Marnie Grodman presented Resolution 23:21 to the Board. 

 

Resolution 23:21 proposes regulations to administer the Science, Technology, Engineering, and 

Math (STEM) Loan Redemption Program. This program provides participants with student loan 

redemptions in the amount of $1,000 each year for up to four years in return for their employment 

in a defined STEM occupation in New Jersey. The participant’s employer is required to match the 

annual redemption. Graduates of New Jersey STEM degree programs are eligible to apply for the 

program if they remained employed in an eligible STEM occupation in New Jersey for at least 

four years after the December 14, 2018 effective date of the STEM Loan Redemption Program 

Act. 

 

The proposed regulations set forth the Program’s purpose and scope, definitions, eligibility 

requirements, application procedures, terms for loan redemption, grounds for termination or 

suspension of participation, and appeals process. 
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The complete rule proposal, as well as a summary of each section, are included in the materials. 

Upon the Board’s approval, the rule proposal will be published in the December 6th New Jersey 

Register allowing for public comment until February 4, 2022. Thank you. 

 

A motion to approve Resolution 23:21 was made by Robert Shaughnessy and seconded by Beatrice 

Daggett. 

 

The motion passed unanimously. 

 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT 

 

Executive Director David Socolow gave the following report: 

 

Thank you Chairwoman Van Horn and members of the Board for today’s actions to move forward 

on key initiatives that will help students and families pay for college. I am grateful for the 

opportunity to brief you on recent developments affecting this crucial public policy goal. 

 

Completion of Financial Aid Applications for Academic Year 2022-2023 

One mission-critical priority for HESAA is encouraging as many students as possible to apply for 

financial aid, to maximize their chances of getting help paying for college from federal, State, and 

other sources. In New Jersey, 70.6 percent of last year’s high school graduating class of 2021 

completed a Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) by September 2021. New Jersey 

ranked third among all states in the nation on this metric, below only the 78 and 74 percent FAFSA 

completion rates achieved in top-ranked Tennessee and Louisiana, respectively. In addition to the 

FAFSA, more than 2,100 New Jersey Dreamers completed HESAA’s Alternative Application for 

Financial Aid by the mid-September deadline. However, although New Jersey’s completion rates 

did not drop as much as the national average decline of 4.2 percent, we did see a 2.5 percent year-

over-year fall-off in high school seniors completing the FAFSA. 

 

We can do better, and we must. Helping students complete these applications not only gets them 

over the first hurdle toward qualifying for valuable financial aid, but it is also a proven element in 

a broader strategy leading to positive postsecondary education student outcomes, especially for 

students facing the greatest barriers to success.  

 

Through coordinated partnerships, over the next few months New Jersey can take further steps to 

improve on these results. The next cycle already started on October 1, 2021, when students began 

applying for financial aid for Academic Year 2022-2023. In collaboration with schools and 

community-based organizations, we are hosting frequent workshops to assist students and families 

with completing financial aid applications. We are also expanding our initiative that will enable 

counselors to monitor their school’s progress and target their outreach efforts, through near real-

time tracking as each high school’s seniors file their financial aid applications.  

 

Grants and Scholarships Programs in Academic Year 2021-2022 

As almost all students prepared to return to campuses for a fully in-person school year, over this 

past summer and into the early fall our grants and scholarships and client services teams have 
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served record numbers of students and processed high workloads to respond to the needs of 

students, family members, and our partners at the financial aid offices of higher education 

institutions. Our staff has handled crucial activities such as: completing student grant eligibility 

verification and reevaluations for the current term, processing applications for HESAA’s various 

scholarship programs, and responding to a large volume of phone calls, emails, and documents 

submitted by students and college financial aid staff. In all of these efforts, the staff has provided 

high quality, professional customer service despite the ongoing challenges from the pandemic and 

their partially-remote hybrid work schedules. I invite the Board to join me in recognizing and 

appreciating the hard work of these dedicated public servants to ensure that eligible students 

receive the proper amount of State financial aid in a timely manner, consistent with HESAA’s 

duties to be a good steward of State funds and preserve program integrity. 

 

NJBEST Program Enhancements  

It is my pleasure to report that we have launched the new NJBEST matching grant program 

authorized by the College Affordability Act that Governor Murphy signed on June 29, 2021. To 

implement the regulations approved at the July Board meeting, we have overhauled the NJBEST 

presence on the HESAA website to showcase the exciting new benefits for New Jersey residents 

who use NJBEST to save for the future. The site includes the application for eligible account 

holders to receive a dollar-for-dollar grant to match up to $750 of the initial contribution to a newly 

opened account. The new hub on our website also links to HESAA’s recently expanded NJBEST 

scholarships for account beneficiaries who enroll at a postsecondary institution in New Jersey, as 

well as the new tax deduction for contributions and other incentives and benefits of saving for 

college through an NJBEST 529 savings account. Franklin Templeton, the Authority’s NJBEST 

service provider, is conducting targeted outreach to raise awareness about these important new 

savings incentives for our state’s families. 

 

NJCLASS Loan Volume to date for Academic Year 2021-2022 

NJCLASS loan applications have soared in the 2021-22 academic year compared with the same 

period for the prior two years. As the Board discussed earlier today in considering Resolution 

19:21, HESAA originated a greater total dollar amount of Standard NJCLASS loans this year than 

the robust amount in the pre-pandemic summer and fall of 2019. Thousands of New Jersey students 

and families received assistance through the tremendous efforts of the student loans originations 

staff, with support from the client services, finance, and information services teams.  

 

This year’s spike in volume may be attributed to two factors. First, thanks to the strong demand 

for the 2021 student loan revenue bond issue approved by the Board last April, HESAA is offering 

historically low interest rates for families to finance the costs of college in Academic Year 2021-

2022 – with much lower finance charges for NJCLASS loans than for federal Parent PLUS loans. 

Second, the average amount borrowed per Standard NJCLASS loans is higher this year than in 

2020, which may be due to the return to residential enrollment and families’ increased need to 

finance student dining and housing costs that were not as prevalent last year.  

 

HESAA’s interest rates for ReFi+ loans are also lower than they have ever been, allowing New 

Jersey borrowers to refinance their existing federal Parent PLUS loans, NJCLASS loans, or other 
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school-certified private education loans at a reduced interest rate of as low as 2.99%. For many 

borrowers who are paying off loans from prior years when interest rates were much higher, ReFi+ 

loans offer a significant money-saving opportunity. More than twice as many borrowers applied 

for and received ReFi+ loans between July and September 2021 than in either 2020 or 2019. 

Overall ReFi+ loan volume skyrocketed to more than $23 million just in these three months, 

compared with $10 million in ReFi+ loans during the same period in the previous two years. 

 

HESAA remains committed to assisting those who struggle to repay their loans. Even as the vast 

majority of NJCLASS borrowers remained current on their payments throughout the past year, we 

have continued to offer pandemic-related relief programs and collections policies to support those 

who face challenges. We also recently reached out to hundreds of NJCLASS loan borrowers living 

in the regions impacted by the Tropical Storm Ida emergency, reminding them that our customer 

service team is here to offer assistance during times of hardship. 

  

New State Requirements for Financial Aid Shopping Sheet 

Last month, Governor Murphy signed P.L. 2021, c. 211, into law, which now requires the State’s 

licensed public and private postsecondary degree-granting institutions to provide a customized 

financial aid “shopping sheet” to every student, including prospective and currently enrolled 

students, as part of the institution’s financial aid offer to each student. This new law expands the 

2019 statute that required the shopping sheet only for prospective students. 

 

Shopping sheets make college costs more transparent, less confusing, and more easily comparable 

among different institutions. These important disclosures use a clear, easy-to-understand format 

disclosing the true net price that a student will pay for a year of enrollment. The shopping sheet 

calculates each student’s net cost by first displaying the total costs of attendance charged to that 

student and then subtracting all grants and scholarships that the student will not be expected to 

repay. Crucially, this method does not include in the student’s “aid package” any loans, which 

must be repaid, or any work-study offers, which provide wages that the student earns by working 

at a job. Both loans and work-study are examples of the student’s own resources, or those of their 

family, which should not be described as “financial aid.” 

 

Under the law, institutions can use either the New Jersey Financial Aid Shopping Sheet template, 

shown on this slide and available on HESAA’s web page under “Publications,” or the most recent 

“College Financing Plan” format published by the U.S. Department of Education. 

 

Federal Student Loans: Public Service Loan Forgiveness 

Two weeks ago, the U.S. Department of Education (ED) announced a major overhaul of the federal 

Public Service Loan Forgiveness (PSLF) Program, which is intended to forgive the remaining 

federal student loan balances for individuals who worked for 10 years full-time for a qualifying 

public service employer, such as a governmental or not-for-profit organization. Under this new 

limited waiver, for the next year all prior and future payments can be counted toward PSLF, 

regardless of loan program or payment plan, including payments made on older Federal Family 

Education Loan Program (FFELP) loans. In addition, active duty military service members will be 

able to count deferments and forbearances toward PSLF, which solves the problem of past denials 
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of credit toward forgiveness when service members paused payments while on active duty. All 

federal employees and military service members will automatically get credit toward PSLF by 

matching federal employment data to the Education Department’s student loan records, without 

requiring them to file an application. The federal government will also review and reconsider all 

previously denied PSLF applications. 

 

While this program does not apply to student loans from HESAA or from private lenders, New 

Jersey is home to thousands of eligible borrowers of federal student loans who will benefit from 

this long-overdue fix to the federal Public Service Loan Forgiveness program. HESAA still holds 

a small portfolio of 2,100 FFELP loans issued prior to 2010 – so we reached out to advise these 

borrowers how they can apply for Public Service Loan Forgiveness by no later than October 31, 

2022, including how to certify qualifying employment, request loan forgiveness, and consolidate 

their FFELP loans into the federal Direct Loan program. We will monitor the implementation of 

this limited waiver to assist the eligible students with whom HESAA is in contact, so they can 

make progress toward forgiveness of their federal student loans in recognition of their years of 

steadfast service to our community and country. 

 

HESAA Staff Updates 

I would like to take a moment to recognize and thank the members of the HESAA family who 

have retired since the Board last met.  

 

Tony Kaczoroski, Assistant Director of Finance and Regulatory Reporting, retired after 48 years 

of service to HESAA. Tony’s precise and methodical approach to his work provided assurance of 

accurate and detailed financial information. Tony played a vital role in HESAA’s transition leading 

up to and after the termination of our role as a federal guaranty agency, and he contributed 

invaluable institutional knowledge about the Authority’s history and legacy systems. 

 

Mike Tychoneckyj, Principal Stock Clerk, retired after more than 34 years of service to HESAA. 

Mike was an invaluable asset for knowledge of mailroom operations and processing incoming and 

outgoing mail. His expertise on operating and troubleshooting our mail room machines ensured 

that correspondence and invoices were processed and sent to students and families accurately and 

timely. 

Finally, I also want to commend the HESAA Staff Engagement Team (HSET) for launching a new 

support series through our staff intranet. The program is kicking off with Breast Cancer Awareness 

month, featuring videos of individual staff members sharing their stories of survival and inspiration 

related to breast cancer. HSET plans to continue with additional programming for other designated 

awareness months, such as colon cancer, heart disease, and others on this staff support portal, or 

“sup-portal.”  

 

Conclusion 

Once again, many thanks to the Board for approving the important items on today’s agenda, and 

for your ongoing commitment to helping New Jersey’s students and families get the financial 

resources they need to pursue postsecondary education and success. 
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Chairwoman Van Horn reiterated how HESAA is supporting students by not only lending money 

to students but by also providing services to assist borrowers in repaying their loans. 

 

NEW BUSINESS 

 

ADJOURNMENT 

 

Ms. Van Horn advised that the next regularly scheduled Board meeting is Wednesday, January 26, 

2022 at 10:00 am. 

 

A motion to adjourn was made by Christy Van Horn and seconded by Robert Shaughnessy. The 

motion passed unanimously. 

 

The meeting adjourned at 11:00. 
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